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Siemens and Halske T52 – Sturgeon

Figure: T52 Sturgeon at the National Cryptological Museum – Fort
Meade, USA – Source: G. Lasry
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Introduction
The Siemens and Halske T52 was a family of teleprinter encryption
devices used during WW2 by the German Army, Navy, Air Force,
and diplomatic services. It was considered more secure than the
Enigma machine, and it was mainly used for strategic communications.
More details about the history of the T52 can be found in
http://www.rutherfordjournal.org/article010106.html.
An overview can be found at
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Siemens_and_Halske_T52.
A detailed functional description of the T52 models is given in the
additional zip file, as well as a simulator, and tips for cryptanalysis.
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Challenge (1/4)

This challenge is part of a series of challenges with T52. In this
challenge, you need to recover the plaintexts from a series of ciphertexts in depth, that is, a series of plaintexts which were all encrypted using the same key settings.
The model is known – T52a/b, but the key settings (wheel settings, wheel positions) are unknown.
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Challenge (2/4)
The following ten, in-depth ciphertexts are provided in the British
notation for the Baudot alphabet (each one has 100 symbols):
Ciphertext 1:
8IQGEECGVMAEFYLVM8LXRDM9GCDGZYM8+TOAJZHVNYXIDYL43OFLNPNIBK8B3VIN/3FD3UUQZGYEV+U34KWOWNOOMZZWTU/+8UMG
Ciphertext 2:
G//POIC+YUJDKYC4NMFXQKX4C4CDDTLYFTPRHSDV4Q9ZSJXN3RKJKAUJDIJBKEXY9G3J944CKJEMV9SCCLOZEHJCAQNH4MTEE/RP
Ciphertext 3:
8IBQ9UYE8HVDJFZGRM9VK9H9SHYGKN4TC+999XYMDABIDRJYFDM+83UXM3HTBSKD9TXQIJUVAH4IV9MIM9FJN4IEIOCWIOD3ZER/
Ciphertext 4:
XEE3+OD9QLHU9TMQ/VZWK4XELNCDZTMF+TSF4YFKYUG+VOXUS9O3E3K4LZYX+JUJJ3/JK4FUSA34M4QTXOYRR9NTA9/BU/J9K8ZE
Ciphertext 5:
OTHXLWF+YUJBLXZSCZSR89J9TN+8GXTP8TMMDYK+MJEGFY+/K+KENAZQUIXKD4AJ4L3CPVNM/H4IVIUYJRM8AMSEYUVH4R8UGSFI
Ciphertext 6:
OE/3IFICRNNNH3DGZI8EUQAELUVXWW4WCU3SPBCMEACCI9C4QGE/SDROLSUTBSK8KFF+QW3/P9YODC3DTXXQVHJDLHK/A+DB8L3E
Ciphertext 7:
FZE3OWVN/PTKRTF+4/SOBMOHDGCJVOAKXZKMJRK4AL8TQWHKM8HXX/C3LJ8U+8JOQZF+QGP8DC/ECTI3PHW8LXJ9AOF8VEJQCDTE
Ciphertext 8:
FZTMDYKN/PTKLEH93JFVKBE9ALPZWPJ+NWAURXNAXCM4USHD+UHLTRBXXV8DJPIHN8FINUOXOJB8TBLN8RWQNEELICLZQ/DZCZDM
Ciphertext 9:
LT9H+OD93BNRJ9G3NP+WEQO4NP3RWDGO8BQFSY/KAEICCZHCIS3NDKZLUNPKA43SKNYZPDUJJJ9FXB9/QGDRN/WZAK8T/HEXCMUD
Ciphertext 10:
PEU/9WTMLM8FWTL/RATNEXG9LDK9G8LINMOR+WO9S983AYLOVQAJLZ9X3PS++OJD/9PXEC489XYGCYM34KN8CH4EH8LFKVODNLLW
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Challenge (3/4)
The plaintexts were extracted from Shakespeare writings, adapted
to Baudot teleprinter format, and encrypted. See the file
README.txt in the additional material for more details about the
Baudot alphabet and the British notation.
The answer to the challenge is a 6-digit code which appears near
the end of the first plaintext, encoded using the Baudot alphabet
in Figure Mode. For example, if the answer to the challenge is the
code 207553, it will appear as +++WPUTTE888 in British notation. The symbol + (repeated 3 times) is used to move to Figure
Mode, and 8 (also repeated 3 times) is used to return to Letter
Mode. You should enter only the 6 digits.
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Challenge (4/4)

The attached zip file includes:
1. A simulator in Java, used to create the challenges. For usage,
see README.txt.
2. A functional description of the T52 models, including the
description of the Baudot alphabet and its notations.
3. Ideas for possible attacks.
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